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the AP-2 is divided into two electrical sections. The main section contains three fuses and feeds
five outputs while the second section has two fuses and three outputs. The AP-2 can handle a
maximum of 60 amperes divided into a 40 ampere and 20 ampere section. The AP-2 can be
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Unanswered threads. What's new New posts Latest activity. Log in Register. What's new. New
posts. Unanswered threads. Log in. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. Help with centech ap Thread starter Kentrider Start date Apr 8, I am
on the road and my accessories stopped working. Left Ohio last week and am enjoying the
weather in Marco Island. I have a centech fuse panel with the centech harness. Unfortunately I
do not have any install manuals from centech with me on the bike. There is no power at the ap I
think that it may be the relay. I am not sure if I can just get a relay from an auto parts store and
see if that works. If you have any ideas Was depending upon the GPS After hunting around for a

while I found out that the tail light fuse was blown. Checked it out only to find out that even if
the relay was removed from the holder the fuse would blow. Checked all the connections to the
Centenc and they look good. Only if I remove the 30 amp fuse effectively removing the the entire
centech fuse box from the system am I ok. Appears that the battery wire to the board is causing
the problem. Sunday Rider. I have a Centech 2. What are you using to trigger the relay? It is a
simple design is there any wire that is shorting the board? I have an ST and I am using the
accessory lwire behind the fuses to trigger the relay. Did you make up your own harness? I will
see if I can dig up the spec sheet and scan it. Hi David, Here's a scan of the instructions. Good
luck. Centech AP-2 Fuse Panel. The harness was purchased from Centech.. I emailed Centech
about sending me the diagrams.. The trigger wire is attached to the tail lights and that is the 10
amp fuse that keeps blowing. I have three switched circuits at appear fine. I also replaced the
relay I am on vacation in Marco Florida so fixing it without tools is a challenge. I am riding at st
Everything was working fine when I left Ohio. Where is Aurora Ontario I was born and raised in
Hamilton You might try call Cycle Gadgets, they also sell it. Maybe pick up a fuse block from a
parts house Autozone, etc to get your accessories back working? Kentrider said:. You must log
in or register to reply here. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your
experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Top Bottom. JavaScript seems to be
disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in
your browser. The main section contains three fuses and feeds five outputs while the second
section has two fuses and three outputs. The Centech AP-2 is a fuse panel needed to power
auxiliary electrical devices. On motorcycles, the AP-2 operates items such as GPS, heated
gloves and vests without having to disrupt the factory electrical wiring. On other vehicles, the
AP-2 is a second fuse panel need to protect the factory wiring when adding item such as radios,
GPS, driving lamps, etc. The AP-2 fuse panel is identical to the AP-1 panel with the exception
that the AP-2 is divided into two electrical sections. The AP-2 can handle a maximum of 60
amperes divided into a 40 ampere and 20 ampere section. The AP-2 can be connected directly to
the battery or to your ignition switch. Be the first to review this product. In stock. Add to Cart.
Add to Wish List Add to Compare. Skip to the end of the images gallery. Skip to the beginning
of the images gallery. Each AP-2 comes complete with fuses and necessary hardware,
instructions and one year warranty. Only registered users can write reviews. Please Sign in or
create an account. Discussion in ' Equipment ' started by Big-B , Feb 14, Log in or Join.
Adventure Rider. Click to watch the YouTube Video. Centech fuse panel. Big-B , Feb 14, Joined:
Aug 1, Oddometer: Why would you need the AP-2 which allows you to have your electrical
devices powered even when the bike is off. It seems that the AP-1 would be fine where the
power is shut off to all devices when the bike is turned off. I was about to order the AP-1 and
when i saw the AP-2 i figured i should probably get some opinions before making a decision.
What things would you want powered when the bike is off, and wouldn't those things kill your
battery? MeanMoe , Feb 14, Joined: Oct 26, Oddometer: 2, Location: Boonies. The AP-2 would
come in handy if you plan on hard wiring a GPS that does not have an internal battery and that
you would like the GPS to stay on even when the bike is off. The Garmin 2xxx series do not
have an internal battery so you would loose trip info if the power shut off when you turn the bike
off. Other than that, I'd opt for the AP-1 to avoid leaving anything on and draining the battery. I
got it from Jim at easternbeaver. Mine has one unswitched for my GPS and 3 switched for
heated grips, a pump cigar socket and a future heated vest. I just finished the install tonight.
Easternbeaver is a great site with loads of info. Pretty cheap and fast shipping from Japan too.
Mark B. AngryScot , Feb 14, Dastard , Feb 15, Joined: Sep 25, Oddometer: Location: wherever I
am told to be. If you are worried about your garmin losing info at a stop, just wire it straight to
your battery. They are good with an guage wire small and you can run an inline fuse if you want.
Run everything else off the fuse block. If your point is to run everything off the fuse block then
get the AP2. I have my lights, heated grips, horns, and outlet running off my AP1 attached to a
relay and my Heated Jacket runs straight off the battery. Joined: Oct 8, Oddometer: 1, Location:
Omawhere? I used the AP1. ADV Sponsors. Big-B , Feb 15, I have been dealing with Jim from
eastern beaver, he has been great. Last night every e-mail i sent him he resonded to right away.
I sent him six e-mails with questions and he answered them all. Everything else will probably be
switched. Thanks guys for your opinions. MeanMoe , Feb 15, Second vote for Eastern Beaver.
Jim is very good to work with. HaChayalBoded , Feb 15, I have yet to hook up the AP1 so if
someone wants it I will sell it. Joined: Aug 28, Oddometer: 83 Location: Virginia. Has anyone
installed an auxilliary fuse box in an FGS? Seems like the easiest spot to mount it would be the
tail box, but that is so far away from just about everything that it would power. Thanks, Keith.
HaChayalBoded , Feb 28, John Harden , Feb 28, Same here. I considered both and bought the
AP2. Having it always hot is beneficial during stop and go riding offroad where you might be

taking pics, talking to other riders, etc. Without hot all the time power, you either have to shut it
down, or tell it to go to internal battery power. This way, I don't have to do anything and it
always stays on. I have two aux plugs that will also be hot all the time. I usually use them for air
pumps, etc. Regards, John. Joined: Sep 22, Oddometer: I went with the AP But Im a bit
confussed here. The only thing that isn't is my BIG accessory lights up front which use a key on
power source from the bikes fuse box for the relay while the lights get their power from the AP
Im able to use everything without turning on the key which make it possible too. On trips I rarely
turn off my GPS until the bike is parked for the evening. My Xm is alway's ready for use while
parked with a small portable powered speaker. The XM uses just about zero power and is nice
to be able to use without having to key the bike on. Radar is also nice to have on without having
to key the bike on. Tankbag is wired for power. I have an accessory box that has 3 cigarette
style plugs inside the tank bag This box also has a switch with LED indicator light so I can turn
it off when need be. And once again its nice to be able to charge my phone, camera, batteries,
ect. The AP-1 fit great right up under the rear of the GSA's fuel tank on this little mount I made
that attaches to the top of the air cleaner box along with the relay for my lights. In the picture
here its installed but you'll notice no wires are hooked up yet. Except for the red wire in the
lower right hand courner. Thats the hot lead comming from the bikes fuse box for the relay.
NBeener , Feb 29, Ok, I finally got the aluminum plate I was waiting on and have fabricated my
mounting plate and mounted an auxiliary fuse box in the tail box of my 07 FGS. As far as I know,
this is the first posting of an auxiliary fuse box in an F at least I haven't been able to find any
other posts , so I hope it helps any other F owners out there looking to do something similar.
Please be gentle, as this is the first real mod I have made, as I don't include installing the
Caribou side cases as a mod, per se. Without further ado I decided, after looking at and
rejecting a location under the seat as being to cramped and possibly interferring with the seat,
to install the fuse box in the tail box of the bike. I figured I wasn't using this space, and as long
as I could actuate the seat release, all the rest of the space was up for grabs. The one down side
of this location that gave me a lot of pause is the distance from the "cockpit", as everything will
have to have long runs to reach the fuse box. I think I may ground most things out to the
battery, though. All 12 Ga. I had good luck and didn't get any cracking in the bend. It's a bit
ratty, but seems to be solid, and the wires are out of the way. I used the same type of fuse box
as Eastern Beaver, and maybe the same type of 40 Amp relay as well. It was easier to put this
under the seat so that I wouldn't have to run any MORE wire in the tail box. As I am typing this, I
am not sure if the pictures are posting properly, so there may be a follow-up post to try and get
that working properly. I have the latter, so hopefully this worked. I am surprised that I can't use
Flickr? Oh well, I am done with this post today. If the images don't show up and someone
knows how to do it, drop me a line. Here is one quick picture, though. Post 6. Looks like a really
professional intall job! Thanks for sharing. The next is the exposed battery for connecting the
ground lead. I decided that it would be easier to connect the positive lead to the jump start
terminal since it was fairly easy to get at and had a threaded terminal already there. This is just
a shot of where I ran the wires. MG] Here is the final install. Well, that's about it. Thanks Mark.
And thanks for the assessment. How did you get the links to display? You must log in or sign
up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your
password? Log in or Sign up. Just wanted to post these up. Last edited: Mar 20, NorcalBoy ,
Feb 16, This ad does not show to logged in members. Click here to register for free. What is it.
Nice Job, now you have all the connections up front and on separate fused circuits too. Very
clean install. If I add any more powered items I'm going to go the same route. Eddie - its an extra
fuse panel so you can hook up toys and not have to run a bunch of wires to the battery. Action ,
Feb 16, It is a fusebox that has the capability to connect 6 accesories that are powered when the
key is on and two accesory connections that have power all of the time. It can handle up to 30a.
It also has a diode in the positive relay wire which blocks high voltage spikes to the bikes
electronics system when the key is shut off and the relay opens. It makes it much easier to
connect all of my current and future accessories because the power is now at the front of the
bike and you don't have to connect all of the wires to the battery. Very clean set up. Nice
workmanship. Now if only you had Dzus fasteners on the panels it would sure make it easier to
get to your fusebox. PorscheBob , Feb 16, Anyone with some experience care to comment on
why one might be better than the other? I particularly like the crushed velvet photo background
from Ron's retro's room :wink. NorcalBoy , Feb 17, OK, Noz, here goesâ€¦ Just to preface the
following diatribe, I have a lot of experience in both AC and DC electrical design, fabrication,
installation and repair, on a whole lotta stuff for a whole lotta years. As these things go, there
are many cats and a variety of skinning knives. Taking that as a working inference, the less
connection points there are to get dirty, the more reliable the system will be. Should that fuse
fail, all of the circuits attached to the sub-panel stop functioning. All of you that have read any

of my posts know that I tend to elaborate. Lgn , Feb 18, Holy man! What an awesome idea,
especially for a modding junkie like yourself. The main fuse is in a WeatherPack waterproof fuse
holder located 8" from the end of the positive battery lead. The main fuse for the AP-2 panel is
located under the seat. There is also a diode installed on the ignition switched lead preventing
reverse EMF flow back to the bike's electrical system. This diode protects the sensitive
electrical system of the bike. When a relay is shut off, reverse EMF current flow is created in the
switching coil circuit of the relay. This reverse flow is low amperage but high in voltage. A v 1A
diode ensures that the system receives no reverse EMF spike when the ignition is turned off.
This is the optimum in extra system protection. I have the correct allen wrench for the fairing
lower and extra fuses stored under the seat - as a precaution. I am fully confident that blown
fuses will not be an issue. Quite a bit of thought went into the overall design of this system. I
spent a lot of time calculating the respective electrical loads for each item I plan to install. This
system is capable of handling way more load than it will ever be subjected to. I was very careful
to make sure that the load wouldn't come close to the max available output of the VFR electrical
system. It has a large safety factor calculated into the design. I have to thank Jim Davis at
Eastern Beaver for all of his assistance with the design and final assembly of this system. This
system took almost three weeks of emails and communication before it was ever manufactured.
Jim did an awesome job on the actual construction of the harness. I think you would be hard
pressed to find a system with higher quality components and construction standards.
NorcalBoy , Feb 19, You know, Noz, that bilge pump could come in handy while you are
standing in the rain, trying to replace a fuse in the dark, as you will probably be right next to a
creek that will flood Murphy will insist on it. And as a side note, I would greatly prefer magnetic
circuit breakers over fuses, but the frikkin' things are big and expensive, even when they're
miniaturized. So I guess what I am saying is that ultimately, electrical design is always a
compromise. Sometimes the most important thing, after safety and reliability, is that the person
who has to use it is comfortable with it. Hey, if nobody else reads this thread, you can submit a
picture of the bilge pump for Whatzit Lgn , Feb 19, Hey Noz, it's all good! I know it's really hard
to see how much thought and effort goes into a design, just from looking at the pictures.
Thanks for all of your input and I do appreciate your humor too, as always! I actually have an
electronic design, assembly and testing certificate from the Southern Arizona Institute of
Advananced Technology. I took a two year program for something to do three nights a week,
and because the State of Arizona helped pay for it! I have a really good basic background, but I
am no professional. Because of this I hunted down the best professional I could find that
routinely deals with this type of thing and then just bombarded him with questions and
theoretical ideas. I am glad he put up with my pestering! I hope that it has helped you at least a
little to get ideas for your own future projects. I only know Structured High Intensity Testing
methods. Thanks :clap2: The longer I think about it, the less work I actually must accomplish.
That is a great location as far as I can tell, and frankly I would have never thought of it. Frees
you up beneath the seat where most people put them. I can't remember the last time I had to
replace a blown fuse on a car or bike, been a long time. Ever since I was broke and buying
junkers, so I wouldn't worry about that too much. Plus it is for accessories, so it shouldn't be
anything critical to your safety if something does go. For some accessories I was them to be
always hot, and some I don't. Haven't seen that with any of the others, and was considering
doing two of something like the Centech. Which of course adds complexity and makes it more
of a pain in the booty. Anyone more elctrically inclined than me, got a better solution? That
diode thing you mention has me thinking though, you lost me about the EMF reverse flow
honestly, but it sounds important ;- Is that part of the Centech unit, or did you add it? And
where and what is Jim Davis at Eastern Beaver??? A friend? Spike , Feb 27, NorcalBoy , Feb 27,
Thanks I googled it and saw, had never heard of him before and was initially hesitant to google
eastern beaver at work. I like that for its size, much better than what I was looking at, although
not waterproof, that is a little scary for something on a motorycycle. What measurements did
you go with? And what did you go off of for the switched power? Lgn , Feb 27, The switched
power comes from the rear taillight last picture. Didn't write the measurements down and I can't
remember exactly what they were, sorry. Sorry, you did show that, that is what happens when I
am popping in and out of the forum at work. When did you order it, and are you willing to say
your real name? And did you find that once you got it, any of your measurements were off and
you couldn't wire something the way you thought. Spike , Feb 28, You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Larger Images here. Supply convenient, safe fused power for up to eight individual
electronic devices, such as radios, MP3 players, GPSs and other accessories. Made using
plated contacts and stainless steel hardware, with a built-in grounding system, these units are

rugged and water resistant multiple accessory wiring solutions. Lugless terminals mean you
simply strip wire ends, insert, and tighten set screws. Includes fuses, all mounting hardware
and complete instructions. Neat, easy and safe. Share your comments and experience with
Aerostich products. Please login click here to the Aerostich web site logging-in is required to
post a review. All comments and stories are reviewed before they are posted. If you have
comments about product selections, pricing, ordering, delivery, business policies or other
customer service issues, please do not use a product review. Instead, directly for a resolution. If
a specific size and color of Roadcrafter suit is not in inventory, we will notify you with an
estimated delivery date. Production time varies. All standard Aerostich items may be sent back
for a refund, but the item s being returned must be in new condition. Buying direct from the
United States is easy and convenient. Credit cards, fax machines, direct dial telephone service,
and air shipping allow easy transactions between countries. We do not charge or cover duties,
taxes or brokerage fees. FedEx may charge brokerage fees for some countries. You will be
responsible for these charges. JavaScript seem to be disabled in your browser. You must have
JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Sign up for News,
Updates and Offers. Ph: You have no items to compare. Account Wishlist Log In. Wishlist
Compare Email. Share Your Review Share your
1996 dodge spirit
1989 chevy truck tail light assembly
1998 ford 150
comments and experience with Aerostich products. Customer Reviews 1 A fun light - I am sure
t Review by tim ferrell A fun light - I am sure the Japanese language packaging has all sorts of
funny stuff in it, but I cannot translate. If you live in a rural area, you may be able to use this
light for some time before any questions are asked by the local constabulary. International
Orders Currency conversion rates are close estimates only. All sales are processed in dollars
USD and conversions are made by card-processing banks on the actual transaction date.
Depending upon country, most charges will be between these rates. Duties and Taxes are not
included in the shipping price. Worldwide Orders Buying direct from the United States is easy
and convenient. Add to Cart. Actual Price:. Our price is lower than the manufacturer's
"minimum advertised price. You have no obligation to purchase the product once you know the
price. You can simply remove the item from your cart. All Rights Reserved.

